We demonstrate high fidelity single-qubit gate operation in a trapped single neutral atom. The atom is trapped in the recently invented magic-intensity optical dipole trap (MI-ODT) with more stable magnetic field. The MI-ODT efficiently mitigates the detrimental effects of light shifts thus sufficiently improves the performance of single qubit-gates. The gates are driven with microwave, and the fidelity of gate operation is characterized by using the randomized benchmarking method. We obtain an average error per Clifford gate of 3.0(7)×10 −5 which is much below the error threshold (10 −4 ) for fault-tolerance. This error is found to be dominated by qubit dephasing, and the corresponding coherence time relevant to the Clifford gates is also measured experimentally. This work is an essential step toward the construction of a scalable quantum computer with neutral atoms trapped in an MI-ODT array.
We demonstrate high fidelity single-qubit gate operation in a trapped single neutral atom. The atom is trapped in the recently invented magic-intensity optical dipole trap (MI-ODT) with more stable magnetic field. The MI-ODT efficiently mitigates the detrimental effects of light shifts thus sufficiently improves the performance of single qubit-gates. The gates are driven with microwave, and the fidelity of gate operation is characterized by using the randomized benchmarking method. We obtain an average error per Clifford gate of 3.0(7)×10 −5 which is much below the error threshold (10 −4 ) for fault-tolerance. This error is found to be dominated by qubit dephasing, and the corresponding coherence time relevant to the Clifford gates is also measured experimentally. This work is an essential step toward the construction of a scalable quantum computer with neutral atoms trapped in an MI-ODT array. Due to the good scalability of neutral atoms trapped in a controllable large optical dipole trap (ODT) arrays, neutral atom array becomes one of the important quantum systems for building a quantum computer and quantum simulator [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recent experimental progress has demonstrated atom-by-atom assemblers of defect-free arbitrary 1D and 2D atomic arrays with up to 50 single atoms [5, 6] . Furthermore, two recent experiments have provided detailed characterization of microwave-driven single-qubit gate fidelities at Stark shift selected sites in 49-qubit 2D array and 125-qubit 3D arrays, respectively [7, 8] . These progresses are important steps along the path of converting the scalability promise of neutral atoms into reality.
Principally, the performance of quantum computers relies on quantum gates with errors small enough to enable fault-tolerant operation through the use of quantum error correction protocols. Normally, the required maximum tolerable error varies between correction strategies, the commonly accepted error threshold per gate is 10 −4 [9] [10] [11] . To date, single-qubit gates with errors below this threshold have been achieved in many other well-known physical qubits, including trapped ions [12, 13] , superconducting qubits [14] ,quantum dots [15] and NV center [16] . But in neutral-atom qubits, the achievement of singlequbit gates with error below the above error threshold remains elusive.
With a typical physical qubit encoded in hyperfine ground states of heavy alkali atoms (Rb,Cs), the singlequbit gates undergo large error that mainly arises from the so-called differential light shift (DLS) in previous experiments [7, 8, 17] . Generally, because of several GHz's hyperfine structure splitting, different hyperfine states of atomic qubit experience mismatched light shifts induced by the trapping laser field, leading to the detrimental DLS. This DLS depends on the laser intensity at the qubit position. Due to the spatial distribution of laser intensity in a trap, the qubit suffers from not only a strong inhomogeneous dephasing effect due to energy distribution of single atoms, but also the homogeneous dephasing caused by the intensity fluctuations and pointing instability of the ODT [18, 19] . The former leads to uncontrollable frequency detuning up to over one-hundred Hz and causes frequency errors [7, 8] , the latter limits the 1/e decay time denoted by T 2s of the spin-echo visibility [17] . Combined with relative slow microwave-driven Rabi frequency (10 kHz typically), all the perviously reported values of error per single-qubit gate are above the error threshold [7, 8, 17] .
One of the solutions to the above problem is to construct a "magic" trap to completely control the DLS. Recently, we have constructed a magic-intensity ODT (MI-ODT) for 87 Rb qubits with a circularly polarized trapping field [20] . In this new type of ODT, the detrimental effects of DLS are efficiently mitigated and the coherence time measured by Ramsey experiment (denoted by T 2R ) has been greatly extended to over 200 ms. This magic trapping technique relies on the hyperpolarizability contribution to the light shifts, and has been proved to be efficient to mitigate coherence loss in manipulating the mobile qubits. In this letter, for the first time, we show that this newly developed magic trapping technique can also efficiently improve the performance of microwavedriven single-qubit gates with errors substantially below the error threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computer.
We begin by improving the MI-ODT to extend atomic qubit's coherence time through actively stabilizing the magnetic-field. Single-qubit Clifford gates are driven by microwave pulses with precisely controlled frequency, duration and phase. After precise calibration of resonant frequency and Rabi frequency of qubits, we perform randomized benchmarking (RB) to characterize the fidelity of Clifford gates on neutral-atom qubits confined in MI-ODT. The gate operation error sources are then searched and attributed.
A physical qubit is encoded into microwave clock state of 87 Rb atom as |0 ≡ |F = 1, m F = 0 and |1 ≡ |F = 2, m F = 0 . The MI-ODT and main experimental details on qubit manipulation in MI-ODT are described in Ref. [20] . In brief, single atoms are loaded from magnetooptical trap into a tightly focused linearly polarized ODT with 900 nm beam waist. The working wavelength of the ODT is about 830 nm. Then π polarized 795 nm light resonant with |5S 1/2 , F = 1 → |5P 1/2 , F ′ = 1 (D1 line) and π polarized 780 nm repump light resonant with |5S 1/2 , F = 2 → |5P 3/2 , F ′ = 2 (D2 line) are applied to optically pump atoms to |0 in 3.2 G magnetic bias field. The linearly polarized ODT is then changed to a circularly polarized ODT (the MI-ODT) by a controlled liquid crystal retarder within 30 ms. The single-qubit in the MI-ODT is rotated by a microwave radiation at frequency near 6.834 GHz. Compared with our pervious work [20] , in present setup the microwave radiation has been improved a lot for precisely rotating the qubit. The required resonant microwave radiations are generated by a commercial 6.834 GHz rubidium frequency synthesizer (Spectra Dynamics, Model RB-1). Its resolution limits of microwave phase and frequency instability are 0.09 degree and 1 µHz respectively. The synthesizer output passes through a transistor-transistor (TTL)-controlled solid state pin switch (SP123DHS-80), that creates approximately rectangular-shaped pulse. This pulse is then amplified and delivered to a microwave horn external to the vacuum glass cell. The measured standing-wave ratio of the horn is 1.15. To passively stabilize the microwave amplitude, both working temperatures of the pin switch and amplifier are stabilized within 0.05 mK. With 1 Watt of output microwave, the Rabi oscillation frequency is optimized up to about 12 kHz.
The magic-trapping for 87 Rb atoms requires a magnetic field of several Gauss, so the qubit becomes sensitive to the noise of magnetic field. With the working B field of 3.2 G, the homogenous dephasing from magnetic field noise dominates the decay time of the Ramsey signal in our previous experiments [20] . This dephasing is irreversible and cannot be efficiently refocused by spin-echo technique, i.e., by applying an additional pulse between the two Ramsey π/2 pulses [18] . The coherence time T 2s has been found to dominate the measurement error in neutral atomic qubits confined in an optical lattice [17] . To reduce the magnetic field noise and to obtain longer T 2s , we implement an active magnetic-field stabilization [21] . The short-term stability decreases from 4 mG to sub-mG, measured by using a fluxgate magnetometer. The recorded envelope of spin-echo visibility is plotted in Fig.1 . The achieved longest coherence time is T 2s ≈ 1.72 (8) To characterize the errors of single-qubit gates driven by the microwave radiation, we adopt a well-developed RB method [22] . It has been proved to be a powerful technique that can distinguish gate errors from state preparation and measurement errors. We carry out the RB experiment by following the procedure described in Ref. [7] . In RB experiments, we use a complete set of 24 Clifford single-qubit gates C 1 , which are generated from a set {I,R j (±π/2),R j (π)} where I is the identity gate and R j (θ) = e −ıθσj /2 with σ j Pauli matrices about axes j = x, y, z. The basic spin rotation R j (θ) = e −ıθσj/2 are from precisely control of frequency, duration and phase of microwave pulses. Given a Rabi frequency Ω M , a resonant microwave pulse with time duration t d will rotate the single qubits in the Bloch sphere along the x-axis over an angle θ = Ω M t d , that is R x (θ) rotations. Shifting phase of the microwave pulse by a π/2 provides R y (θ) rotations. The rotations about z-axis R z are implemented by composing R x and R y rotations. Since our frequency synthesizer can only provide phase shift keying modulation function, we replace all R x,y (−π/2) operations by R x,y (3π/2) rotations.
After preparing a qubit in |0 in the MI-ODT, random Clifford gate sequences of length ℓ for each gate are se-lected uniformly from C 1 and are implemented. At the end of each sequence, a final calculated Clifford gate is added and applied to bring the qubit state back to |0 with probability of 100% if errors would be absent. As the length ℓ increasing, the accumulated inevitable gate error will reduce transfer fidelity and the average probability of |0 state decays exponentially as follow [22] 
where d if is the depolarization probability associated with state preparation and |0 read-out, while ε g is the average error per Clifford gate. Thus, we can apply sequences of varying ℓ of randomized Clifford gates to single qubits initialized in |0 and fit the measured decay in average |0 fidelity to Eq. (1) to determine values of d if and ε g . To precisely control qubit transition frequency and pulse durations, we perform two corresponding calibrations. First, we implement high precision microwave Ramsey spectroscopy to calibrate the resonant frequency of the qubit. The Ramsey experiment is performed by deliberately detuning by about 15 Hz and record the fringes by varying the time between the two π/2-pulses. A sinusoidal fit to the resulting oscillation, shown as in Fig.2(a) , with a delay time as long as 120 ms, yields the qubit transition frequency with fitted uncertainty less than 0.2 Hz. Then we calibrate the pulse duration t d providing a R x (π/2) rotation. To obtain high sensitivity to pulse duration, a sequence of 100 identical microwave pulses are applied on the single qubits in state of |0 , by scanning the time of single pulse to produce a highest probability of finding the atoms in |0 state, as shown in Fig.2 (b) . The typical π/2 time is t d ≈20.78 µs, with an uncertainty of about 0.01 µs from a Gaussian fit.
After the experimental parameter calibrations, we apply 5 different randomized Clifford gate sequences, each sequence is truncated at 7 different lengths {1, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1300}. For every truncated length, each kind of sequence is implemented 50 times to obtain a probability in |0 . The average fidelity of of the 5 randomized Clifford gate sequences at each truncation length is plotted in Fig.3 . A fit of these data to Eq.(1) yields an average error per gate of ε g ≈ 3.0(7) × 10
and d if ≈0.03±0.01. We note that during the whole RB experiments, we did not regularly recalibrate the qubit transition frequency and the pulse durations. This measurement result indicates that the magic trapping technique can efficiently improve the performance of microwave-driven single-qubit gates with errors substantially below the error threshold (10 −4 ) for fault-tolerance. To understand the sources contributing to the above measured error per gate, we examine three main sources of error during RB experiment, (1) frequency detuning from the qubit transition; (2) fluctuations of π/2 pulse area; (3) qubit dephasing. First we repeat the Ramsey experiment as shown in Fig.2(a) many times in a periods of 12 hours. The measured peak to peak is about 5 Hz, and the root-mean-square (rms) difference is about 1 Hz, which is mainly due to the drift of the magnetic field. This rms difference gives a predicted error per gate of 2.5×10 −8 , which obviously can be omitted. In our experiment, pulse duration is controlled by a direct-digital synthesizer (DDS), which has a rms jitter of 200 ps. So the fluctuations of π/2 pulse area are mainly due to the pulse amplitude and microwave-atom coupling strength fluctuations. These fluctuations can be easily measured by repeating spectrum shown as in Fig.2(b) for many times. After 3 hours' accumulation, we obtain the rms difference of pulse area of about 0.15%. The correspond-ing error per gate is estimated to be 7.4 × 10 −6 per gate. Apart from the above two minor effects, the contribution of dephasing to the error can be roughly estimated by taking the ratio of our qubits coherence time of T 2s ≈1.72 s to the average gate time of 75.73 µs, yielding an error per gate of 4.4 × 10 −5 , which is larger than the measured value. This disagreement suggests that the coherence time measured by spin-echo experiment is larger than the one at short time scale relevant to the singlequbit gate [12] , since the spin-echo experiments measure the decay of phase coherence for large magnitudes over long time scales. We define a characteristic coherence time T RB to describe the phase noise at short time scale relevant to RB experiment, and assume that a ratio of T RB to T 2s is η.
To determine η in the RB experiment, we measure the dependence of errors ε g on coherence time T 2s , as shown in Fig.4 . Here the coherence time T 2s is scanned by increasing the laser intensity of ODT. Because of the parabolic intensity dependence of light shifts in a circularly polarized ODT, atoms experience more homogeneous dephasing effect when the working intensity is away from the magic point, as illustrated by the solid curves in inset of Fig.4 . We can immediately see that under the same control pulse duration, noise fluctuations of magnetic field and microwave power, the error obviously increases as the coherence time reduces. Neglecting the contribution of pulse area error to the total measured errors, the ε g is given by
where t CG ≈75.73 µs is the average time duration of Clifford gates, including idle time of 3 µs. A fit to Eq.(2) yields η ≈ 1.30 (7) . From the fitting, we can see that, in our experiments, the short period phase noise can be scaled to the coherence time T 2s and dominates the error per gate. This result is qualitatively in agreement with the one shown in the previous experiment done in optical lattice [12] . As the results shown in Fig.4 , we want to emphasise that on account of the T RB is robust to trap depth, we could implement a highly uniform global single-qubit gate with high fidelity in a MI-ODT array, that is hardly achieved otherwise in linearly polarized ODT array. In summary, we have experimentally proved that the novel MI-ODT can efficiently improve the performance of microwave-driven single-qubit gates with errors substantially below the error threshold for fault-tolerance. An average error per Clifford gate of 3.0(7) × 10 −5 was realized in the updated MI-ODT. This error was found to be dominated by the qubit dephasing, and the characteristic coherence time T RB was experimentally determined. This work, together with our previous demonstration of a coherent transfer of a mobile qubit [20] and recent demonstration of entangling two individual 
